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**Greg Allen** (left) snapped at our Golf Day / BBQ last month (where he won the Peter Wilson Golf Trophy!) sports his fledgling “Mo-vement” Moustache.

MORE PICS – page3

---

**CUP WINNERS** were:
- First $5.00 Sweep - 1st - Garry Bradley 2nd - Janet Burton 3rd - Julie S Last - Terry K. Second $5.00 sweep - 1st - Julie S 2nd - Nicole Eaton 3rd - Brianna Kinder Last - David Howard.
- First $2.00 sweep - 1st - David Howard 2nd - Graham Bell 3rd - Con Moz Last - Graham Bell.
- Second $2.00 sweep - 1st - Angela Thorley 2nd - Martin Vause 3rd - Steph Issa (Rosie’s Daughter) Last Will K Third $2.00 Sweep - 1st - Harvey Sowerby 2nd - Tony M 3rd - Roy Notini Last Roy Noini Fourth $2.00 sweep - 1st - Rosie 2nd - Roy 3rd - Brad Bartlett Last - Damien Bonnice

---

**Any News?**

Email or ring Chris Box ext 52797
**P.S. Have You Heard** sends best wishes to everyone with a **Birthday** in November and December… Peter Vavaroutsos, Anton Check, Carmen Quigley, Julie Semczyszyn, Gary Taylor, Nicholas Panayi, Chris White, Shaq Johnson, Saba Rajkumar, Terry McNicol, Rebecca Hill (*), Ray Azzopardi, Terry Lawler, Peter Wilson, Gary Prentice, Kay Kinder, Jim Walker, Jason Harrison, Terri-Ann Jones, Rod Prowse, Wayne Chan and anyone we’ve missed.

* speaking of Rebecca’s Birthday, check out her No 1 fan on p3!!!!

**GET WELL WISHES** to any staff or to the family members of staff who may not be in the best of health at the moment or are recovering from operations or accidents.

P.S. extends its condolences to Bob Archibald whose mother passed away recently.

---

**http://www.rmit.edu.au/pc/openprogram**

A selection from the University’s Open Program schedule of training courses for **December**:

- O H & S Risk Assessment Training
- Risk Management
- Time Management
- Workplanning and Supporting General Staff Performance and Career Progression
- First Aid CPR Refresher
- Sharpen your editing and proofreading skills

---

**I consider my ability to arouse enthusiasm among the greatest assets I possess. The way to develop the best in a person is by appreciation and encouragement.**

Charles Schwab

---

**Property Services joins Jim Barber and People & Culture in recognising Sue Andrews and her efforts in First Aid earlier this year. We quote from the DVC Academic's announcement; "Susan would acknowledge that others worked with her to manage a range of issues associated with the incident, but her quick and courageous response was an exemplary example of her personal commitment and of a first aider putting their training to work." Thanks Sue!**
Hey Bec, who’s your Daddy?

(above) Jim “Disco” Fontaine, Greg “The Dude” Allen and John “Macho Man” Gerkanis strut their stuff at the Movember Ball. Greg, John and Jim raised a most respectable $850 towards a number of charities – see http://www.movember.com/au/whatismov/07/Beneficiaries
Staff members may be interested in the Gallery’s last two exhibitions for the year which are currently on at the gallery until Australia Day 26 January 2008.

More info can be found at our website. www.rmit.edu.au/rmitgallery

Floating Worlds:
Christopher Köller
Floating Worlds is Köller’s photographic investigation of the contemporary Japanese surfing subculture, compiled during a residency at the Australia Council’s Tokyo studio in 2003.

Echoes of Home: Memory and Mobility in Recent Austral-Asian Art
Echoes of Home draws together fourteen Australian-based artists from diverse ethnic and cultural backgrounds within the Asia-Pacific region.

ROCKY & WILL’S FAREWELL
Another great golf day and bbq this year. The change of venue to the Albert Park Golf Course was a hit – almost as big as Andrew Hick’s drive (for which he won a prize). Other prize winners were Brett Delzoppo – Closest to the Pin and the Peter Wilson Trophy for the day’s lowest score (after handicaps) went to Greg Allen.

Thanks to all the players – Graeme Martin, Terry King, Andrew Hicks, Roy Notini, David Howard, Tony Metherell, Brett Dezoppo and Greg Allen.

Thanks too to Terry Lawler and Chris Box for arranging the BBQ end of things.

….speaking of “green” … how about the very very green grass in Ellis Court at the moment!!
Dear Property Services

2007 was an extremely busy year for us as we continued to provide our high quality services to our customers (especially for various re-locations) whilst at the same time preparing for a range of significant major capital works about to begin or currently in the planning stage. These achievements have only been possible through the consistent hard work and commitment of the staff within Property Services, which I sincerely appreciate.

As you know, I will be leaving RMIT at the beginning of January to take up a new opportunity at the University of Melbourne. I have thoroughly enjoyed the nine years that I have spent in Property Services and am proud of what we have accomplished during that period. Being only a short distance north of Queensberry Street will enable me to keep a keen eye on developments at RMIT and watch many of the projects we have been nurturing come to fruition.

In many ways I am sad to be leaving at such a unique and exciting time in RMIT’s history but I am confident that Property Services is in good hands and I am excited about the new challenges that await me as the Vice Principal Property and Campus Services at Melbourne.

I want to take this opportunity to thank you all for your friendship and support over the past nine years and to wish you and your families all a safe and happy Christmas and a rewarding and exciting 2008.

Best Regards
Chris White